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ABOUT THE SOFTWARE
The Layout and Slice software is an easy to use application for laying out and slicing 3D models. 
It allows the importation of 3D models and converts STL and OBJ files to G3D files.  Layout and
Slice software allows you to generate G3D files that can be printed with T-1000 3D printer.

The manual covers the most basic instructions on how to use the Layout and Slice software. This 
will guide you prepare G3D files for printing.

FILE FORMATS
STL

OBJ

G3L

G3D

.stl

.obj

.g3l

.g3d

Sterelithography is a file format widely used in 3D printing and modeling.

File format to represent a 3D geometry.

G3D layout file.

G3D sliced file format, ready for T-1000 3D printing.

PROCESS
import an .stl or .obj save as .g3lLayout

Slice

layout

sliceopen a .g3l or edit a .g3d save as .g3d
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REQUIREMENTS

INSTALLATION
Download Layout and Slice software available at g3dsys.com.

WINDOWS
1 Double click the setup.exe icon to install the application.
2 There will be several pop-up messages, press next to download the Layout and Slice to your
   computer.

MAC OS
1 Double click the LayoutandSlice.dmg. 
2 Agree to the End User Agreement.
3 Drag the Layout andSlice into your Applications folder.

COMPATIBLE SYSTEMS
Windows 7
Windows 8 32- and 64-bit versions
Mac OS X 10.7 or higher

MinimumSystem Recommended

Intel Pentium 4 or AMD Athlon 64Processor Intel Core 2 Duo or better

4 GBMemory 4 GB for 32-bit OS or more

6 GBDisk Space 500 GB or larger

1024 x 768 resolution or higherVideo Card

INSTALLATION
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USER INTERFACE
The screen consists of the menu bar, tool bar, transformation bar and view bar.

The dimension of the build area is the same as the build plate of the T-1000 3D printer.   You can 
visualize on how the models will appear on the build plate when you are ready to print them. 

TOOL TIP
When you hover an icon with your mouse, a hint or a small pop-up message appears and gives
information about the icon.

MAIN MENU
Main Menu is on the left bar and comprises of the primary functions.  The Layout and Slice are the
main functions of the software.
      
LAYOUT
Area where you import an .stl or .obj file.  You can load models and add supports in the Layout area.
After you lay out a model, save the file as .g3l file.

SLICE
Area where you prepare the .g3l files  for slicing.  It converts .g3l to .g3d files.  You can modify a
sliced file in the edit slice area.
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TRANSFORMATION TOOL
Transformation bar is on the right side of the interface.  These tools will modify the position, rotation,
orientation and scale of the model.

TOOL BAR
The tool bar is a secondary menu that sits at the top of the the layout area.  The menu will only
appear when you are in the layout module.

VIEW TOOL
View tool contains the control that allows you to select front, back, left, right and isometric views.

MOUSE NAVIGATION
The mouse can navigate the build area, with some key combinations, you can click and drag the
build area.

Select Move Rotate in Z Axis Rotate in XY Axis Scale

Perspective Top Back Right Front Right Back Left

Front LeftBottom

Left button
Selects and moves the model.
Click and move the mouse to
drag model on the build
area.

Right button + Shift
Pans left or right the build area.
Scrolls up or down the build area.

Right button
Rotates view of the build area

Middle button
Zooms in or zooms out.  The button
changes only the magnification of the
view. 

Z

PROGRAM OVERVIEW
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LAYOUT
The Model and Support tabs are inside the Layout area.  In the model interface, you can import STL
and OBJ files.  The support tab is disabled if there is no model in the build area.    

MODEL

MODEL LIST 
Provides the list of models in the build area.  Select the model from the list if you want to
change the size, position or orientation of the file.

ADD
Loads or imports a 3d CAD model.  You can add an .stl or .obj files in the model list and build area.

DUPLICATE 
Creates a copy of the selected model.

REMOVE 
Deletes the model from the build area or model list.        

Pixel Size (µm) 175

Models

model list

LAYOUT - MODEL MODULE
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0

Lock Aspect Ratio Mirrored

0 0 0

DuplicateAdd Remove Save

0.0 0.0 0.0

0.0 0.0

1 1 1



SAVE 
Converts the .stl or .obj file to .g3l file.

PIXEL SIZE
Indicates the build space of the model. Also known as the X-Y resolution.

LOAD A MODEL
1 Press the <Layout> tab.
2 Press the <File> button from the tool bar.
3 Press the <Add model> button from the File menu.  
4 Select an .stl file or .obj file from the dropdown menu list.
5 Press the <Open> button to load the model. 
6 Set and select the pixel size from the dropdown menu.

A toggle switch <   >will appear after you load an .stl or .obj from the file menu.  This will give you
access to the model information and be able to switch from model interface to support interface.
The toggle switch also allows you to hide or unhide the layout interface.

REMOVE A MODEL
1 Select the model you want to remove from the model list or build area.
2 Press <Remove> button. 

SAVE A MODEL
The file will be saved as a .g3l.

1 Press <Save> button. 

DUPLICATE A MODEL
Before you duplicate a model make sure to snap to floor the object to check the alignment.

1 Select the model you want to duplicate.
2 Press <Duplicate> button.

LAYOUT - MODEL MODULE 
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Size

X Y Z

Position 

Rotation

Scaling
Factor

Spin

Reset Rotation Apply Changes

0

Lock Aspect Ratio Mirrored

0 0 0

0 0 0

0 0

1 1 1

MODEL INFORMATION
An easy access tool to manipulate the position, scale, rotation and orientation of a model.
The model information will only appear after you add a model in the layout area.

MODEL LIST 
Provides the list of models in the build area.

SIZE
Specifies the x, y and z dimensions of model.

POSITION
Sets placement of the model in the build area

ROTATION
Rotates the model around an axis or center.

SCALING FACTOR
Multiplies a number in scaling.  Set the scaling factor of x, y and z to 1 if you want to restore your
model to the original size.  Enable the lock aspect ratio if you want  to modify the scale and will
maintain the proportion of the model.   After you adjust the scale, make sure to snap to floor the
model to check the alignment.

SPIN
Rotates the model from 0 to 360 degrees in x axis.

LOCK ASPECT RATIO
Adjusts scaling factors equally to X, Y, and Z directions.  When you lock the aspect ratio, you can
modify the scale without affecting the proportion of the model.

LAYOUT - MODEL MODULE
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LAYOUT - MODEL MODULE
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A red wall will appear as a warning if a model or a part of a model is outside the bounding box.
Make sure to place the model inside the bounding box.  

MIRRORED
Flips the model in X direction.

SNAP TO FLOOR
Adjusts the model until it aligns with the grid.  When you add a support to your model and
switch back to the model module, make sure to snap to floor the model.

RESET ROTATION
Sets rotation of the model back to original values.  If there are supports, they will be removed from
the build area.

APPLY CHANGES
Implements changes and transformations to the model.

MODIFY A MODEL USING THE MODEL 
INFORMATION
1 Select the model you want to transform or modify from the model list or build area.
2 Set desired settings in the model information.



LAYOUT

SLICE

Layout

File
Snap to Floor Duplicate Reset Rotation

Edit View Model Tools Model Actions Support Tools

SUPPORT
When there are overhanging parts or steep surfaces, you need to add support structures to your
model.  In general, anything at less than 45 degree angle will require support structures or
scaffoldings. The supports will try to hold overhanging parts in place.

LAYOUT - SUPPORT MODULE
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SUPPORT

FOUNDATION
A flat square (cube) base can be added to the model to create a structural bond between the model
and the build plate.  It creates a ground to provide more adhesion to the build plate.

LAYOUT - SUPPORT MODULE
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Foundation

Coverage 120

Thickness (mm)

Supports

Shape

Penetration (mm)

Length (mm)

0.0

Radius (mm)

Angle Factor 0.0

Support List

Support Parameters

Support 1

Cube

Light Medium

Top Mid Bottom

Heavy

Add Delete Modify X Ray Vision

Make StraightMake Vertical



SHAPES
Support shapes

COVERAGE 
The coverage slider adjusts the base relative to the size of the model.

THICKNESS
Refers to the density of the base.  Modifies the thickness of the base.  Units are in millimeters.  

SUPPORT LIST
Provides a list of support structures generated.

ADD A FOUNDATION
1 Check the <Foundation> box.
2 Set the thickness of the foundation.

ADD A SUPPORT
1 Press <Supports> tab.
2 Press <Add> button.
3 Position the cursor where you want to add a support.  The green marker will be visible to indicate
   that you can add a support on the surface of the model.

Cone 25% Cone 50% Cone 75% Cylinder

Joint Cube Hash Spikes

Support List

Support 1
Support 2
Support 3

LAYOUT - SUPPORT MODULE
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Red marker indicates that a
support can’t be added.

Green marker indicates that
support can be added on the
model.

XRAY MODE
Allows you to see the internal part of the model when you need to add support inside the model.        

DELETE A SUPPORT
1 Select the support from list or grid.
2 Press <delete> button.



Top
Supports area on the top part.  Also the tiptop of the support

Middle
Supports area on the middle part.

Bottom
Supports area on the bottom part.  Base of the support.

Light
Creates a thin support, good for supporting fragile and weak parts.

Medium
Average support, for common method.

Heavy
Makes a thick support, good for supporting bulky and large parts.

PARTS OF A SUPPORT

LAYOUT - SUPPORT MODULE
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Top

Middle

Bottom

SUPPORT PARAMETERS
AREA

WEIGHT                                            

Top

Mid

Bottom

Light

Medium

Heavy



RADIUS
Adjusts the radius of the support. 

LENGTH
Adjusts the range of the support. 

PENETRATION 
Extension of the support, not availalable in middle area of the support.

ANGLE FACTOR
Intensity of the angle between section and the model, available to the top area.

STRAIGHT
A straight support creates a slope from the tip to the bottom of the support.

VERTICAL 
A vertical support is parallel to the y-axis of the grid or the build plate.

vertical support

straight support

LAYOUT - SUPPORT MODULE
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MODIFY A SUPPORT
Default settings are provided in the support parameters.  You can customize the adjustment from
the parameters.  The cutomized settings will reflect once you open the Layout and Slice software
again.  

1 Select the support from support list.
2 Select the area of the support you want to modify.
2 Select the weight.
4 Enter desired settings in the support parameters.
5 Press <Models> tab to switch back to Models interface.
6 Press <Apply changes> button to implement all changes to your model.

SAVE   
Once you have positioned the model and added the supports,  you should apply all changes then
switch back to Models tab to save the layout.

1 In the models interface, make sure to snap to floor the model.  Always check the alignment of the
   model to the build area.
2 Press <Save> button.

LAYOUT - SUPPORT MODULE
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SLICE
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BROWSE
Opens a list of .g3l files for slicing.

JOB NAME
Name of the model for slicing.

PIXEL SIZE
Build space of the model or XY resolution of the model.  

LAYER THICKNESS 
Refers to the height of each layer.  Also known as the print resolution of the z-axis.

SLICE A MODEL
1 Press <Slice> tab.
2 Press <browse> button.
3 Select a file.
4 Enter desired settings in the input area.
5 Press <Slice>.

SLICE
In general, slicing translate 3d models into individual layers.  A model is divided into smaller layers
which the T-1000 3D printer can interpret.  In the slice work area,  you will be able to slice .g3l files
and save them as .g3d files.

Slice

Browse

Job Name

Pixel Size (µm)

Layer Thickness (µm)

Slice Edit Slice



EDIT SLICE

BROWSE 
Opens a list of .g3d files for editing.

NEW
Opens a new file for slicing.
 
SAVE
Saves the file as .g3d file.

JOB NAME
Name of model for editing.

X-Y PIXELS
2d planar dimension.  Also known as the XY resolution.

Z-LAYER
Layer height.  Also known as the z axis resolution.

SLICES
Number of layers that will printed.

MANAGER
Shows a vector representation of slices that will be printed per layer.
      

Manager

Browse

Job Name

File View

X-Y Pixels (µm)

Z-Layer (µm)

Slices

New Save

EDIT SLICE
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EDIT A SLICE
1 Press <Edit Slice> button from the slice interface.
2 Press <browse> button.
3 Select a file.
4 Enter desired settings in the input area.
5 Press <Save> button.

MANAGER
When you have done slicing with a file and already in the slice module,  you can still edit the
file through the Manager or the Slice Manager.  There are two modes to edit the file, the image
mode and support mode.

IMAGE MODE
An image can be added or removed on a layer using the pen fill, pen void, flood fill and flood void.
      

EDIT SLICE - SLICE MANAGER
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Slice Manager - Image Mode: 1/49

Edit View Tools

Enter Support Mode

18



SLICE MANAGER 
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18

Slice Manager - Support Mode: 1/49

Edit View Tools

Enter Image Mode

SUPPORT MODE
Support mode lets you add supports on a layer.  There are four shapes of supports you can add, 
circle, square, triangle or diamond.

Circle DiamondTriangleSquare

Flood VoidFlood FillPen VoidPen Fill


